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Francis Cape is a British-born master woodworker and sculptor, who for the past few years has 
been building and exhibiting benches inspired by examples from 19th-century intentional 
communities, both religious and secular. 

In the work, which he calls the “Utopian Benches” project, Mr. Cape, 60, explores how these 
benches contributed to and reflected the practices and ideals of the communities that made them.  
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Members of the highly mystical Ephrata Cloister, for example, even slept on benches, the better 
to spring awake for the Second Coming, which they anticipated every night at midnight. Their 
feast hall benches, constructed with wedged-through tenons, had a miniature arch sliced into the 
curve carved out of each foot, a tiny arrow pointing to the divine.  

In his book, “We Sit Together: Utopian Benches From the Shakers to the Separatists of Zoar,” out 
this month from Princeton Architectural Press ($24.95), Mr. Cape writes enticingly of this 
vestigial Gothic point, “a small physical sign of the larger unseen life.”  

His book is an engaging tour of craft, technology and community. Consider the Oneida 
Perfectionists, who believed in heaven on earth, free love and male continence as well as one-
night stands, because those who practice male continence might be overwhelmed by too many 
encounters.  

In distinct contrast to the rather austere benches of other religious communities, the Oneida’s 
benches had backs, molded seats and comfortable armrests.  

And at Camphill Village Kimberton Hills, a community in Pennsylvania for people with 
developmental disabilities, benches aren’t used for meals, but to encourage and support labors, 
from which the members derive all sorts of benefits.  

There, Mr. Cape found simple and sturdy benches in entry halls, designed for putting on and 
removing work shoes.  

Seventeen of Mr. Cape’s benches are at the Murray Guy Gallery in Manhattan through Aug. 2. 
He’ll be leading a talk there July 31. A reporter spoke to him last week.  

Q. You quote Brother Arnold Hadd, one of the last remaining members of the Shaker 
community, saying, “We are not the religious society of furniture makers.” But, of course, 
when we think “Shaker,” we think furniture. Were you surprised? 

A. It’s funny, isn’t it? My conversation with Brother Arnold was set up by Daniel Fuller, director 
of the Institute of Contemporary Art at Maine College of Art. I had never interviewed anyone 
before in front of a crowd, and 50 furniture makers showed up, not to hear me, of course, but 
Brother Arnold. I was tremendously relieved that Brother Arnold, who was very charismatic and 
very opinionated, was at the slightest touch ready to go on at length about all manner of subjects. 
Anyway, he basically said the Shakers were a pragmatic people and when it made sense for them 
to make furniture, they made furniture, and when it was cheaper to have somebody else do it, they 
would. The example Brother Arnold gave is of the dining tables at Sabbathday Lake, in New 
Gloucester, Me., the last active Shaker community. At a certain point someone realized they were 
valuable, sold them and just made some more. As far as he was concerned, a table was something 
you ate off. The vast majority of the furniture there is ornamental late Victorian. They just bought 
stuff from a company that was like the Ikea of the 19th century.  

You wrote that another Shaker, Sister Tabitha Babbitt, invented the circular saw. What 
can you tell me about her?  

I know nothing about her apart from this wonderful fact. This again is an example of how many 
of these communities were interested in doing things as efficiently as possible. She probably saw 
the brothers working in a saw pit — you can imagine one brother below and one above and the  
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one below getting sawdust in his eyes — and she must have thought: “This is a terribly inefficient 
system. There has to be a better way!”  

Do you have any favorites among the benches?  

I have several favorites, and all for different reasons. I like the Amana church bench without the 
back: the simplicity of the plank with the tapered, turned legs I find incredibly beautiful. The 
Amanas were always on the move, escaping religious intolerance in Germany and settling in 
Buffalo, and then moving again because Buffalo’s materialism threatened their spiritual life. So 
the church benches were designed to be easily taken apart and reassembled. Then I like the 
benches from Camphill Village because I had such a good time there.  

 

 


